

		







		





                  57th MDHA or Medical Detachment (Helicopter Ambulance)

 First Aero-Medical Evacuation unit deployed to the Republic of Vietnam, Arriving in country on 26 April 1962 

                                            “No compromise. No rationalization. No Hesitation. Fly the mission now!"                                                                    

                                                                                                                                                 

       "The Originals"                                   



  

Unit History



Callsign "Dust Off."

 The unit was reactivated and allotted to the Regular Army on 23 March 1953 and designated the 57th Medical Detachment (HA) and assigned to Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, TX. The unit was the first Aero-Medical Evacuation unit deployed to the Republic of Vietnam, arriving in country on 26 April 1962 and remaining until deactivation at TAN SON Nhut Air Base, on 14 March 1973. During the 57th Medical Detachment's service in Vietnam, the unit's dedicated unhesitating service to the fighting forces, combined with an excellent medical support system, contributed to the lowest mortality rate for the United States Armed Forces of any conflict in military history. The period of service in Vietnam also provided the 57th Medical Detachment (RA) with its motto, "THE ORIGINAL DUSTOFF", when all Aero-Medical evacuations became known by the 57th Medical Detachment's original radio call sign "DUSTOFF". When the 57th Medical Detachment (RA) was sent to Vietnam, it became the first unit to use the UH-1 helicopter for MEDEVAC in actual combat operations, evacuating more than 100,000 patients within the combat zone. On 29 March 1973, the Detachment returned to the United States and was assigned to Fort Bragg

The 57th arrived in Nha Trang, Vietnam in April 26th 1962 as part of the 8th Field Hospital. The unit's Commanding Officer was Cpt. John Temperelli, Jr. Because at that time the 57th's TO&E did not authorize a cook, Temperelli requisitioned a six month supply of C-rations. It would not be enough. The 57th served in Vietnam for the next eleven years. The unit adopted the name "the Originals" since they were the first Dustoff unit in the war. Major Charles Kelly took over the unit in January of 1964 and instituted a series of changes that transformed the role of Army Medical Evacuation in its entirety. His last action of commander of the 57th was to speak the phrase that is the motto of all Army Air Medical Companies to this day: "I'll leave when I have your wounded." Shortly after those last words, a single bullet ended his attempt to rescue a wounded soldier from a hot zone.  57th Medical Company (Air Ambulance)

    	The 57th Medical Detachment (RA)   The unit was the first Aero-medical Evacuation DUSTOFF unit deployed to the Republic of Vietnam, arriving in country on 26 April  1962  from Fort Meade, Maryland, USA. This unit, the 57th Medical Detachment (Air Ambulance) with only 5 Bell UH-1A "Huey" helicopters, in country was to service the 8000 United States troops then on the ground in Vietnam. . During this time the 57th Medical Detachment  flew it’s first mission on 12 May when one of it’s helicopters flew 40 miles up the coast from Nha Trang to Tuy Hoa to pick up a U.S. Army Captain suffering from an extreme fever.The unit was stationed at Nha Trang close to the US 8th Field Hospital. And remaining until deactivation at TAN SON NHUT Air Base, on 14 March 1973. During the 57th Medical Detachment's service in Vietnam, the unit's dedicated unhesitating service to the fighting forces, combined with an excellent medical support system, contributed to the lowest mortality rate for the United States Armed Forces of any conflict in military history. The period of service in Vietnam also provided the 57th Medical Detachment (RA) with it's motto, "THE ORIGINAL DUSTOFF", when all aero-medical evacuations became known by the 57th Medical Detachment's original radio call-sign "DUSTOFF". When the 57th Medical Detachment (RA) was sent to Vietnam, it became the first unit to use the UH-1 helicopter for MEDEVAC in actual combat operations, evacuating more than 100,000 patients within the combat zone. On 29 March 1973, the Detachment returned to the United States and was assigned to fort bragg.                                   

In January 2007, the 57th Medical Company was officially inactivated. The keynote speaker was Charles Kelly Jr., son of Major Charles Kelly.
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                                                                                                                             57th   Aero-Medical Evacuation DUST OFF 

                                                                                                                                                                                                               The Original DUSTOFF

UH-1B #63-08717 from the 57th Medical Detachment (Helicopter Ambulance) - July, 1965. VHPA member CW3 Don Joyce took this picture at Tan Son Nhut in July 1965. By this time the 57th had been flying in Vietnam for three years. The only other DUSTOFF unit in Vietnam was the               82nd Med Detachment at Soc Trang. But the Air Ambulance platoon of the 15th Med Battalion, 1st Cavalry Division was on the way as were other medical evacuation units. This aircraft was destroyed on 22 September 1965 with VHPA Member 1LT James Truscott as the Aircraft Commander.
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                                                                                                                    57th Med Det (HA) in 1965 in Saigon Chopper Pad

                                                                                       

DUSTOFF Hall of Fame

Major Charles L. Kelly



		Major Charles L. Kelly was DUSTOFF and DUSTOFF was "Combat Kelly." The two became synonymous in Vietnam in 1964. As commander of the 57th Medical Detachment (Helicopter Ambulance), Kelly assumed the call sign "DUSTOFF." His skill, aplomb, dedication, and daring soon made both famous throughout the Delta. The silence of many an outpost was broken by his radio draw, "...this is DUSTOFF. Just checking in to see if everything is okay." And when there were wounded, in came Kelly "hell-bent for leather!" On 1 July 1964 Kelly approached a hot area to pick up wounded only to find the enemy waiting with a withering barrage of fire. Advised repeatedly to withdraw, he calmly replied to the ground element's advisor, "When I have your wounded." Moments later, he was killed by a single bullet. Kelly was dead but his "DUSTOFF" became the call sign for all aero-medical missions in Vietnam. "When I have your wounded" became the personal and collective credo of the gallant DUSTOFF pilots who followed him. Major Charles L. Kelly was inducted into the DUSTOFF Hall of Fame on 17 February 2001.





Wayne Simmons

 

		Specialist 5 Wayne Simmons was a giant of a man, and much to his delight he was called "Tiny." In seven months he proved himself to be one of the bravest members of the 57th Medical Detachment, setting a standard that would be hard to equal, let alone exceed. He demonstrated courage and leadership abilities and compassion as well. He wept unashamedly at the sight of an injured child. He declined recuperation leave in Japan, preferring to remain with the unit after being wounded. He did not want others to cover for him. On April 1, 1965, he became the first DUSTOFF crewmember to be killed in Vietnam. When a wounded soldier went down, he unplugged and went to assist him, neglecting to inform his pilots. Receiving accurate fire and being overloaded, they left not knowing he was still on the ground. They tried to return when they noticed him missing, but the enemy had overrun the LZ. The next day his body was found only a few feet from the captain he had tried to save. He was not "first-up" when the call came in, but took the mission because he and his ship were ready. Specialist 5 Wayne Simmons was inducted into the DUSTOFF Hall of Fame on 24 February 2002.





John Temperilli

 

		In February 1962, CPT John Temperilli, Commander, 57th Medical Detachment, spearheaded events that formed DUSTOFF. Reassigned to Vietnam, they arrived, bringing the first Hueys in country. He fought for things taken for granted today, like refueling and weather support, maps, and repair parts. The first mission was flown 12 May 1962, when they evacuated a U.S. advisor. Their single greatest threat was their own commanders, several of whom felt that combat and combat support were higher priority missions than DUSTOFF. He constantly fought the issue of “transportation versus evacuation.” With a shortage of Hueys their solution was to remove the red crosses, place the aircraft in general aviation units, and task them to fly evacuation missions as needed. He halted this misguided initiative, citing the inherent lack of responsiveness and the result of needless loss of lives. He completed his tour and returned to a succession of significant Army assignments. His leadership and professionalism were exceeded only by his dedication to what he had begun with the 57th. John Temperilli was inducted into the DUSTOFF Hall of Fame on 24 February 2002.





Charles Allen

		Specialist 5 Wayne Simmons was a giant of a man, and much         delight 

		SSG Charles Allen trained for eleven years to treat battlefield casualties. Upon his assignment in 1964 to the 57th Med. Det. (HA) he put his training into practice under the leadership of the legendary Major Charles Kelly. He placed his dedication and devotion to duty above his own chances for personal advancement defining his distinguished twenty-year military career. His ability to quickly and calmly gather and treat battlefield casualties under fire was an inspiration to the officers and men with whom he served. His vast knowledge of administering aid to trauma patients was passed on to the younger and inexperienced medics of his detachment resulting in saving countless lives. As a pioneer of the new concept of aero-medical evacuation, he led by example, never asking anyone to do anything he would not do, flying missions day or night, fair weather or foul, demonstrating the very essence of a combat flight medic. He served among the best DUSTOFF had to offer and became one of them. MSG Charles Allen was inducted into the DUSTOFF Hall of Fame on 21 February 2004. 





He was not "first-up"     w                              h            en e he and his ship were ready. Specialist 5 Wayne Simmons was in   into the DUSTOFF Hall of Fame on 24 February 2002. 
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